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With the continuous development and increasing competition in medical 
image systems market, global medical image systems companies usually gain 
competitive advantage by providing good customer service. They find good 
customer service is a key factor, which makes them different from others. 
These services include knowledge service about the products which provide 
financing, consult, installation, maintenance, training and removal and discard 
of old equipment; include services in winning, handling order and building up 
long-term symbiosis with customer; include services which make customer 
highly satisfactory and loyal although customer can compare to choose 
between competitive suppliers. 
To domestic traditional marketing for medical image systems, only 
product marketing is focused. Providing value for customer is not focused. 
The service is not included in the product value. The medical image systems 
industry only emphasizes medical image system’s maintenance and repair. The 
result is the function of medical image systems service not unitary, variety rare 
and customer unsatisfied. 
The article takes GE-Hangwei medical system company as an example to 
research the disadvantages of domestic large medical image system service 
marketing. Based on the service marketing relative theory, firstly, it introduces 
the technology trend and domestic marketing situation of large medical image 
systems, and points out the necessity of medical image systems service 
marketing, which is based on analysis of the medical image systems marketing 
environment from customer demand and competition. 
Secondly, it describes the current Service Marketing situation of 
GE-Hangwei medical system company.   














the article compares the present 5P differences among Siemens, Neusoft and 
GE Hangwei’s service marketing.  It also focuses on problems, which exist in 
current service process of GE-hangwei medical system company. 
Finally, make the suggestions for improving GE-hangwei medical system 
company’s service marketing. From design to production, to marketing, 
medical equipment service is a tie to run through the whole process to create 
the good relationship with customers. 
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前  言 
疗影像设备服务的特点，对比分析西门子、东软和 GE航卫三家企业服务
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